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You have accepted the mission: entering the
castle of “Rocca della Dragonara”, to reach the
dungeons through a cave by the sea, and to rescue
a man who seems has lost his mind.
Indeed, Bartolomeo Savonarola, the lord of
Camogli, is about to open the doors of hell!
The crazy man is preparing to perform a ritual,
which, if completed, will evoke a Devil. Taking
possession of Savonarola's body, the Devil will
have free access to our world.
Someone told you about a medallion, the Devil's
Amulet, which corrupted the regent's mind while
giving him the power to perform the ritual.
Alongside the regent you will also find an Imp, a
mean and diabolical creature who has been at his
service for some time.
Were you looking for adventure? You will be
served.

“Starless Night” is a EasyDungeon®
The rolebook can be downloaded for free
on games06.com
The Quest is for a 2 to 6 players group.

Characters
The mission includes cards with 6 different
characters:
NAME
- Kaara of the Nord
- Dante da Cividale
- Alena of Vlahia
- Raniero da Montefalco
- Kamal
- Arnaldo d’Aragona

CLASS
(barbarian)
(bard)
(cleric)
(warrior)
(thief)
(wizard)

The Barbarian is a skilled fighter, who gives his
best in melee combat. He is not a great
swordsman like other characters, but few can
survive a blow of his great sword. He has
excellent endurance, his AC is among the highest
and has more HP than other adventurers.
In battle, when unleashes all his fury, he is able to
increase the damage he causes and to halve those
suffered.
The Bard is the most versatile character: he is an
initiate in the magical arts, he is a skilled
swordsman and he knows how to use even
ranged weapons very effectively. His weak point
is physical resistance.
The Cleric has a good AC, which allows him to
sustain a hand-to-hand combat, but his attacks
are not the most lethal. He is a magic user and has
both healing spells and ranged spells. These
features make him a suitable character to play
with a defensive tactic.
The Warrior is the quintessential fighter.
Excellent AC, attack and damage capabilities. In
the fray he knows how to assert himself. However
he needs to reach his opponent to engage him in
melee to be effective.
The Thief has excellent attack potential and
average resistance. He is able to carry two
different attacks in one turn and to use throwing
daggers, which makes him a versatile and lethal
fighter.
The Wizard is the most vulnerable of
adventurers. On the other hand his spells are
extremely powerful and can instantly reduce an
opponent to ashes.
Advanced Rules* allow you to create new
adventurers. It is possible to play new classes,
choose the character's equipment and spells.
* Advanced rules will be published later.

Kaara, Daughter of the North
The Northern Lands are wild and violent. No matters if
you are a man or a woman, respect is won by force.
Kaara, beautiful and irascible, is an excellent drinking
companion, but be careful not to lose her temper: many
have learned at their expense that it is better not to
provoke her!
In battle she is always at the forefront and her fury is
formidable.

Franco from Pian Due Torri
“Se sono triste canto piano, se sono in forma suono forte,
così affronto la mia sorte.
Se non amo grido abbasso anche se non mi è concesso
dico sempre quello che mi va.
Se voglio un corpo e un po' d'affetto,
faccio un giro cerco un letto e una donna che ci sta.
Chi mi vuole prigioniero non lo sa che non c'è muro
che mi stacchi dalla libertà.
Libertà che ho nelle vene, libertà che mi appartiene,
libertà che è libertà.
Vivo la vita così alla giornata con quello che da'
sono un' artista e allora mi basta la mia libertà.”
quote to Franco Califano

Raniero from Montefalco
Of noble origins, Raniero was one of the knights of
the Black Swan Company. But rides and banquets
soon bored him. So he began to put his sword at
the service of those who could afford it, not for
money, but for the sake of adventure. He is a
mercenary without a flag.
Lonely man, unfriendly and of few words.
Whoever served with him calls him loyal and
ruthless.

Kamal
Kamal-al-Masri is a merchant who deals with fabrics from
distant Aleppo and Damascus. Certainly, however, those
who happen to see him fight can not escape his skill with
blades. So much so that, some time ago, someone accused
him of being an adept of the Order of Assassins. Surely
they were just speculations. The merchant who denounced
him was a competitor. But his accusations soon fell
because, unfortunately, he was the victim of an ambush by
some marauders, whose identity still remains a mystery ...

Alena of the Principality of Vlahia
Proud and reserved, Alena, the warrior-priestess,
inspires trust and respect. She serves the Order of the
RosaCroce, one of the oldest in Wallachia. It seems
that the current Prince of Vlahia has perpetrated
unspeakable atrocities and the Order has sided
against him. Some said that the Prince did not openly
attack the Order (this so as not to conflict with the
neighboring states too) but a secret war is taking
place. Many conjectures are made about this, but
Alena, like all Valachians, will never reveal to anyone
what she knows.

Arnaldo d’Aragona
Alchemist, astronomer and expert in the magical
arts.
Of Iberian origins, Arnaldo has lived the last few
years wandering: from Carcassonne to Prague, from
Lyon to Alexandria, then to Jerusalem, Turin, and
Rome. He decided to dedicate his life to pursuite
"Knowledge". He is aware that it will be a long
journey, but his lust for knowledge seems to have no
limits.

The Quest
The Quest purpose is to save Bartolomeo
Savonarola, the Warlock. To achieve it the
adventurers will have to:
 subtract the amulet from the Warlock,
by interrupting the evocation ritual
The Devil's Amulet is a Treasure.
To subtract the amulet from the Worlock,
therefore, it must be made incapacitated (0 HP)
or unconscious.
 save the Warlock bringing it to at least 1 HP

The easiest way is to heal the Warlock with a
spell or an object. Some of the characters may
have a key role in this phase as they have healing
spells. Alternatively you can use a Healing Potion,
if founded during the mission.
Until the Warlock remains incapacitated
an adventurer can shift it.
The transporter can move at his normal speed,
but cannot perform actions. The adventurer and
Warlock counters are placed in the same square.
If the adventurer is attacked there is a 50%
chance that the Warlock will be hit.
Roll a die to set the target (1d6 1/3 Ch - 4/6
Warlock). In the event that it should be the
Warlock, the rules "Damage at 0 HP" (page 13 of
the Regulations) explain how to carry out the
attack and its effects.
The Quest ends and the game ends when the
Warlock is free from the amulet possession of
the amulet and made safe (1 or more HP) ... or
if he dies!
A Warlock saving throw against death is made
every round. If the Warlock dies, the mission fails.

A Time Quest

How to Win

When adventurers enter the dungeon the ritual
has already begun, so they will have to be quick. If
the portal is opened, the Devil will take over the
Worlock.

Whoever accumulates more Victory Points (VP)
wins the game.
It is possible to earn Victory Points in the
following ways:

-In 12 rounds of play the ritual will be
completed.

 achieve the Goals
shown on the card drawn from the Nine
Alignments Deck

On the 13th round, the Warlock counter is
replaced with that of the Bearded Devil. Once the
initiative has been pulled, it will begin to act as
described on the card.

The countdown stops when the Devil's Amulet is
deactivated and resumes, from the point at which
it was interrupted, if the Amulet is reactivated.
If a player decides to reactivate the Amulet and
reaches the 13th round while wearing it, he will
become the Bearded Devil. For the purposes of
the game the player must be considered as
incapacitated.

If the Bearded Devil is summoned, all the
creatures will flee in terror from the dungeon. All
Creatures Counters and Tokens, except the Imp,
and all the Match Tokens must be eliminated
from the board. The cards from the Fate Deck are
no longer drawn either.
Only the adventurers will remain to face the
summoned monster.
But not all is lost! It is still possible to save the
Warlock. To do this you need to reduce the
Bearded Devil to 0 HP and remove the amulet
from him. If you succeed, the Warlock will resume
its appearance and will no longer be hostile, but
will remain at 0 HP (see page 5).

 defeat Creatures
Inflicting the final blow to 3 creatures earns 1 VP
 collect Treasures
Some of the Treasure Tokens scattered around the
dungeon do not hide objects, but VP

Treasures
Each treasure has a card and a token. Some
treasures are kept by creatures, while others are
scattered around the dungeon.
There are 3 Tokens with 1 PV. The other 5 Tokens
correspond to the following objects:
- Healing Potions
- Magic Weapon Scroll
-Belt of Strength
-Gloves of Precision
- Elven Long Bow
The 5 Tokens of the objects plus the 3 Tokens
with 1 PV must be mixed and distributed
randomly on the Token symbols present on the
map. The operation must be done by keeping the
Tokens face down so as not to know what they
are hiding.
The position of the
treasures on the board is
indicated with this symbol

The Devil's
Amulet is a very
powerful object,
but just as fragile.
To destroy the
amulet it is
enough to cause it
a 6 HP damage.
However, it is not possible to damage it as long as
the object is in the possession of someone, unless
it is its owner who does so.

THE MAP
The Map contains all the elements
that make up the dungeon. Walls and
doors should be considered solid and
impassable objects. The furnishings,
instead, are only descriptive and it is
possible to occupy their boxes freely.
The doors must be placed between
the wooden jambs marked on the
Map. Some doors are single, others
double.

Escape
Square

Access
Squares
2 Adv Max

Access
Squares
4 Adv Max

Escape
Square

Fate Deck Place
the discarded Fate
Deck cards here as
they are drawn

Round Counting
Use 1d12 for the
countdown

Door

Double Door

Warlock Counter
position at the
start of the game

Escape
Square

Access
Squares
3 Adv Max

Location of
Treasure Token
There are 8 Treasure
Tokens scattered on the
map (see the "Treasures"
section on page 3)

Location of
Encounter Token
There are 12 encounter
tokens scattered on the map

Access
Squares
5 Adv Max

Escape
Square

Walls

Access
Squares
6 Adv Max

Imp Counter
Position
at the start of
the game

Escape
Square

Encounters Deck
Return the Encounters
Deck discards here

Encounters Deck
Place the
Deck here

Encounters

